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“Please notice, security is not shown as a discrete part, it’s just built in throughout.
Ideally, security would be mostly automatic and somewhat invisible to the development
and operations staff. Quite different than the way most organizations integrate security




Due to the rise of cyberattacks in IT companies, software security has become a topic
for debate. Currently, to secure their products, companies often use manual methods,
which makes development stalled and inefficient. To speed up a software development
lifecycle, security work needs to be integrated and automated into the development
process. This thesis will provide an initial solution for automating the security phase
into a continuous software delivery process. This solution involves integrating security
tools into a Github repository by using Github Actions to create automated vulnerability
scanning workflows for a software project. The solution will then be tested and evaluated
with three open-source projects and one project from our sponsor, Volue.
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The rise of competition in software companies to deliver software with more features
faster started a new way of thinking to software development. Companies try to invest in
features and capabilities which are embraced and accepted by users and there is a great
risk involved with developing software without immediate feedback from end-users. This
has led to shortening applications’ time-to-market intervals in order to receive feedback
and evaluate the market faster before further development. As a result, Agile software
development has been introduced to bring the development team closer to business teams
and shorten the time which applications can be delivered to customers over time. This
model tries to add new features on each iteration of the software life cycle and build up
features optimized based on end-user needs [1].
The Agile development idea was not possible by traditional software delivery methods.
In recent years software development has been shifting from delivering a finished product
(software as a product) system to a software as a service principle. In this method, the
software has been mostly shifted from on-premises servers to cloud solutions. Several
companies have been shifting users from desktop apps to web apps. This enables providers
to deploy new features on their software in short intervals without being concerned about
backward compatibility issues or users being always on an updated version of the software
[2].
The path to Agile development requires better cooperation between the development
and operations teams in companies. Traditionally, the development team was responsible
for creating logic and core features of the program and the operation teams handled
deploying the app on the server/cloud. The two parties were normally only connected
via ticketing systems. As a result, software delivery was delayed since most of the tasks
in the operations team were manually done and problems along the way required sending
and receiving several tickets between the development and operations team. This was
1
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not enough for an Agile development process that tries to deliver software iteratively as
fast as possible. DevOps was the solution. DevOps engineers are responsible to automate
operations handled by the operations team such as building and testing. Automating
operations processes would result in shorter operation team time to deploy changes and
reach the values in Agile development and reach continuous development and delivery.
Companies like Google and Microsoft first stepped into the game and introduced pre-made
DevOps utilities and software which enabled faster software delivery [3].
In contrast, there are several trade-offs to this approach of software delivery. DevOps
engineers try to push code batches in short intervals and it will force security teams to
review the newly generated code faster. Traditionally all security analysis procedures like
vulnerability scannings and code analysis were done manually by the security team. This
will result in either delayed releases or a lack of security considerations by companies.
Reducing security checks could result in misconfigurations, hardcoded passwords, or
other dangerous concerns that can be later exploited by bad actors to breach the whole
system. Furthermore, Agile teams look at security as a factor slowing their process,
and oftenly, it is ignored. Cloud environments and containerization tools also add up
to security holes, putting the whole process at serious risk. There is a need for faster
security checks and automated testing systems which can reduce the amount of work
needed by security teams manually. This will help the Agile development team to be able
to check their committed software against security tools and generate instant reports on
their code security issues. In addition, it helps the security team to focus more on severe
vulnerabilities and act retroactively by preventing security concerns before reaching
the release phase instead of waiting for vulnerability to be exposed by third parties or
attackers.
Therefore, the DevSecOps concept was born to combine DevOps and Security most
effectively. DevSecOps integrates an automated continuous security model with a regular
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline through vulnerability
scanning tools. These tools are added to the many phases of the software continuous
delivery pipeline. This automates a lot of works that were supposed to be done manually
by the security team [1].
In this thesis, we are going to look for possible ways to automate software security checks
in the DevSecOps procedure by building up a workflow from security tools. This workflow
will then be tested with three open-source projects and one real-life project from Volue -
our sponsor of this thesis. This will help companies to scale up security in the whole
DevOps process with a one-time effort by changing the pipeline and integrating the
security part into it.
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1.1 Motivation
Based on the National Vulnerability Database dataset1, it is clear that each year there
are more vulnerabilities found; the yearly amount has doubled from 2016 until now with
a peak of 18356 cases in 2020. These statistics are definitely showing an increasing trend
that needs urgent action from cyber security experts. Software security measures have
to be reconsidered and redefined. In October 2016, Uber faced one of the biggest data
compromises of history with over 50 million Uber riders’ data being breached [4]. Uber
lost millions of dollars in addition to bad publicity based on data breaches which could
be easily prevented by tightened security measures. The recent attacks on SolarWinds
demonstrated how even monitoring and infrastructure management software can be used
by bad actors to break into companies [5].
Traditionally, security has been given insufficient attention since the need for strong
software security measures is not high enough on management’s radar to convince them
to invest more in it. However, in the case of cyber attacks or data breaches, it is visible
how important this is for the reputation and survival of the whole organization. As a
result, it is necessary to re-evaluate security measures in software companies. Manual
security procedures are prone to human error which can be catastrophic, and manual
procedures are also slowing the whole speed-to-market requirements of modern application
development environments. Automating software security measures is the answer to the
problem. It will speed up the whole DevOps process and avoid human intervention as
much as possible.
In this thesis, we are focusing on the best solution to integrate security tests and
considerations in the DevOps process to achieve higher software reliability. It is also
advised by new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) rules that security must
be taken more seriously in the fields which work with user data and keeping up with
these rules is mandatory for companies servicing in the European market.
1.2 Problem Definition
The real question that arises here is what do we have to automate? There are several
phases in software development that each can be a target by malicious actors. It is
recommended that organizations look back at their whole infrastructure and try to
understand where they can apply security measures in their DevOps environment. In
addition, the infrastructure of applications is now more volatile since it is shifted more
1https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/search/statistics?form_type=Basic&results_type=
statistics&search_type=all
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to Cloud Native apps and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) platform. These security
measures must contain ways to ensure security. Containerization and Microservice
development also create new concerns which must be considered. In this thesis, we
are working on how it is possible to secure web applications by applying different tools
already available or creating tools needed to integrate security in the software development
pipeline.
1.3 Usecases/Examples
Although it has been mentioned in recent years, the amount of academic research on
DevSecOps is still meager. However, there are quite a few practitioners who have
researched, experimented, and published their gray literature reports (white papers,
blogs, articles, etc.). Hence, we can see that DevSecOps is getting a lot of attention from
the industry [2, 6].
Besides, there is a growing choice of tools for companies to build their own pipeline. All
major service providers strive to build and deliver the best platforms and frameworks for
their customers. Security companies try to create tools that can be integrated with those
platforms. Major platforms include Github Actions, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure, Gitlab, etc. Also, some companies choose to combine different tools and platforms
or develop tools for internal use.
1.4 Challenges
Although promising to bring practical results, the application of automated security
testing in the CI/CD pipeline in practice also faces certain difficulties. Below are the
difficulties in applying DevSecOps mentioned by Myrbakken and Colomo-Palacios [2].
• The new DevSecOps process must match the DevOps process. That means auto-
mated security checks have to be integrated into the existing CI/CD pipeline and
have to be truly efficient at its speed.
• Companies face sizable volatility. That is changes about:
– Techniques Security engineers must understand the DevOps process and
developers must learn basic security skills and standards.
– Process speed Security scanning tools are time-consuming for each new build.
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– Culture There will be a change in the culture of working at the company as
security teams and product development teams combine. In addition, the
understanding of security must also be disseminated to all other departments
to get a truly secure process.
– Standards New security standards will be applied and updated continuously
from reputable organizations.
• Choosing the right tool for each platform is also a job that requires attention. Good
tools are not necessarily suitable for the platform used by the company if they
are not effectively integrated. Besides, not all tools are available to be integrated.
Some tools have to be created or redeveloped from existing open-source code.
1.5 Contributions
This thesis is researched with the aim of finding an effective workflow to integrate security
into the DevOps model for software companies in general or for Volue in particular. This
project was proposed by Volue to be able to find a workflow that fits their workflow.
1.6 Outline
In the next chapter of the thesis, we will introduce and summarize the basic concepts in
theory. Then, chapters 3 and 4 provide information about the tools that are available
along with our selection. By chapter 5, our implementations, experiments and results
will be presented and evaluated. Chapter 6 contains discussions of the final result of the





In this chapter, we are providing answers about how DevSecOps and software security
automation is described and approached in literature.
2.1 Software Development Life Cycle
Software development life cycle (SDLC) is the process of a software project being developed
and operated. It usually involves major stages such as planning, implementation, testing,
operation, and maintenance. Some of the oldest and most popular SDLC models
include the waterfall model or the V-Model [7]. However, along with the development
of technology, those old models were outdated and no longer suited to the needs of the
software development industry. At that time, Agile was introduced as the preeminent
software development model, and later, other models were gradually developed by
researchers and engineers.
2.2 Agile Software Development
The Agile development story started when a group of software consultants signed the
Manifesto for Agile Software Development in 2001 [8]. Traditional methods of software
development like the waterfall method did not take into account the unpredictability
aspect of the development environment [9]. These methods were more focused on sequen-
tial work iterations and preparing requirements for each part of the design before moving
to the next part. Testing teams were only involved in the final phase of development and
problems were hidden until the testing phase. This method was not flexible to market
and business. Any changes had to be completely researched and put in the next release
7
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of development [7]. On the other hand, the Agile method was introduced and it has been
the leader for many years. Agile puts user feedback in front and welcomes changes from
the market or users at any time during the development procedure.
Agile meant that software development cycles were reduced and finished products could
be shipped faster. This will help companies greatly since products are exposed to users
faster and feedback could be gathered to polish the current development process based
on user needs. There are other methodologies introduced in recent years like Kanban[10]
and Scrum1 which can be categorized as inheritors of the Agile method. Kanban focuses
more on maximizing efficiency and reducing work currently in progress by each team
based on their capabilities. The Scrum method tries to create short development runs
called Sprints to create software and evaluate it at each iteration [11]. All mentioned
methods have been used by industry for years. They are the foundation of software
delivery life cycles and will play a big role in software development companies.
2.3 DevOps Methodology
The first Agile real-world implementations[8] were mainly concerned about how it is
possible to improve the overall development experience. However, developers were only
focusing on code delivery at the time. The path for the codebase to reach clients were
taken care of by the operation team. These two teams were incomplete with different
pathways of delivery ideology. Development teams were based on swift actions and
changes while the operations team only focused on stability and predictability of software
changes. DevOps is a unique software delivery methodology that focuses on principles
and practices to bridge the gap between development and operation teams. It was
introduced to enable continuous feedback and response pipelines which will also result in
reduced software development cycle time [12].
The main difference between Agile and DevOps is that DevOps heavily focuses on
collaboration between Development and Operations teams. In addition, it has been
creating standards for pipelines and automated delivery methods which helps developers
to publish their code into production with less hassle. This will lift the workforce from
operation teams and make them available to monitor the product and work closely with
the development team to fix problems along the way in production [3]. Automation is
one of the key roles in DevOps practices and should be applied whenever and wherever
possible. There are several areas in which DevOps have been constantly focusing on
improvement which are mentioned below.
1https://www.scrum.org/resources/what-is-scrum
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2.3.1 DevOps Focus Areas
In the previous section, we have identified DevOps principles like increased deployment
frequencies and lower time to market. Achieving these goals requires fundamental
changes in several areas in the software development environment. Here are the main
focus domains which DevOps tries to improve continuously.
Teams Collaboration
In a software project, the collaboration between teams is a key to keep products stable
since changes are implemented fast and on the go. Reducing delays and communication
gaps is important and can only be applied by new tools and cultural change in the
whole software company. Collaboration software enables development and operation
teams to go beyond emails, physical meetings, and regular talks and bring on a new
level of connectivity [13]. Tools like Slack, Jira, Trello, and Codesourcer are examples
of collaboration technologies that are widely used in industry to connect teams that
are sometimes even geographically far away from each other. However, they should be
accompanied by a reform in the mindset of teams to include cooperation and teamwork
culture in the employees. Regular feeds from different phases of application development
like unit testing and code analysis enable all parties to detect and solve issues faster. As
a result, an overall team spirit for sharing useful data will be created.
Automation Wherever Possible
In practice, phases of an SDLC are often continuous. The lifecycle is repeated over
and over again, and steps like planning, developing, building, testing, or deploying the
software are continuous cycles [14]. When applying DevOps to those stages, one of the
most important things we need to pay attention to is optimizing the performance of
the work. To do that, the automation of repetitive steps without the intervention of
engineers is essential. Processes like building, testing, and deploying often repeat in large
numbers, even with very small changes to the code. To handle these phases manually,
the developers and operators will take a lot of time to complete. Therefore, DevOps
encourages automation wherever possible. Automation saves more time during repetitive
tasks, such as building and testing newly added code or modified old code [15]. By using
automation, engineers can have more time for other stages that cannot be automated,
such as planning, coding, or debugging.
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Monitoring
Since automation is a critical DevOps goal, monitoring is indispensable for automation to
follow its exact trajectory. Monitoring the system to make sure the system, pipeline, and
tools are working as they should be. Once a problem occurs at any stage, it’s easier and
more efficient to resolve it with a carefully monitored system [16]. In fact, software logs
are often cumbersome and confusing, which makes it difficult for engineers to analyze and
process them. However, quite a few engineers today still use purely manual debugging
tools, which results in a significant reduction in productivity. With automated assistive
tools, monitoring and measurement can be better accomplished [15]. System monitoring
and automation are interrelated, where monitoring makes automation more accurate,
while automation makes monitoring faster.
2.3.2 CI/CD Pipeline
The CI/CD pipeline, which has the basic components Continuous integration (CI) and
Continuous Delivery (CD), is basically an Agile-based pipeline for SDLC optimization.
The CI/CD pipeline is intricately constructed to ensure phases of software development
can be continuous. In recent times, the CI/CD pipeline has gradually become an important
component in software development, making SDLC more flexible, more efficient, and
faster. Finally, with the rise of cloud solutions and big cloud providers releasing command-
line tools for deploying applications, continuous deployment has been added to the SDLC
as a final step on the pipeline. Here we focus on each of these phases in detail.
Continuous Integration
CI is the process that allows software developers to integrate new code into the original
repository as well as share them throughout the workflow. Along with that, CI automation
also allows detecting any error at an early stage to commit the problem to be solved
immediately when it occurs [14]. When the new code is merged with the existing
repository, a new version will be activated. After the build is completed, test runs are
automatically performed against the build to ensure nothing goes wrong. The integration
is continuous (making it to be the "C" in CI). The build automatically verifies the code
every time the developer pushes their changes to the repository. Therefore, development
teams may determine problems early and have time to come up with solutions.
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Continuous Delivery
Inspired by distributors and deliveries, CD is a software engineering approach based on
software production in short cycles, which makes it easy for publishers to test, build, and
deploy regularly. At the same time, it also reduces costs and risks when changes occur.
CD is considered as an extension of the CI, and is the regular code upgrade to ensure
the quality assurance (QA) [17]. The CD phase occurs at the end of the CI cycle and is
responsible for the automatic distribution of the integrated code from the development
stage to the production stage [14]. CD is not only tasked with automatically sending
the integrated code, but also ensuring the code is sent with no errors or delays. This
phase helps developers to incorporate new code into the main branch with a high degree
of consistency. The CD part of the cycle is also responsible for checking code quality
and performing checks to ensure a functional build can be released into the production
environment.
Continuous Deployment
CI/CD process made massive changes in codebase manageable and possible during the
daytime. Continuous deployment is another "CD" with a purpose beyond continuous
delivery [18]. Continuous deployment tries to deliver these changes to end-users at a more
accelerated speed. This approach tries to automate the deployment process and deliver
up to hundreds of deploys in a day. Currently, tech giants like Facebook and Flickr
have adopted this method. Software as service solutions and API-Driven[19] software
facilitates projects to have daily updates hidden from the end-users [20]. In conclusion,
continuous delivery releases software to deployment as soon as the tests have passed in
development. It will make features time to market even lower than before.
2.4 Security In Software Development
Security has long been an indispensable part of any information technology system.
When a software product is born, the development team and the customer should always
consider its security. However, sometimes security is postponed in software development
for different reasons. In addition, software developers have to put more time and effort
to enforce all security measures in the development process. When it comes to software
security, there are many possible approaches, one of them is the security of the product
itself which may contain the issues that the code and builds carry full security features. To
ensure this, engineers can implement a variety of methods such as periodically scanning
for vulnerabilities in software, both static and dynamic code; constantly checking and
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updating libraries or dependencies; make sure not to use sensitive hard-coded variables;
etc. Essentially, product security is to ensure that products that are deployed will
not create vulnerabilities that could compromise the system on which the product is
installed. On the other hand, security problems of the development process should
also be considered. They are the problems that engineers need to face to protect their
own brainpower. Since systems used to develop products may be subject to attacks
from cyber criminals or adversaries, engineers must ensure thorough construction of a
pipeline or SDLC. This system must be considered carefully in terms of security such as
confidentiality, availability, and integrity. In general, the two views above are similar to
the two sides of the coin, they must coexist and support each other so that the product
can be considered secure [21, 22].
2.4.1 DevSecOps
In a traditional software development process, securing a product is often done indepen-
dently by the security team, separate from the development team. However, a prerequisite
for DevOps is speed, the combination of the development team and the operation team
and leaving the security team to work separately does not meet the needs of the industry.
Hence, in recent times, the DevSecOps concept was posed as an upgrade for DevOps,
when it was aimed at integrating additional security into DevOps properties [2].
DevSecOps arise with the requirement of secure output from the DevOps process.
However, it is challenging in real-world implementations to introduce security to the
DevOps process. Firstly, there are several toolsets available for DevSecOps. This brings
inconsistency between each organization’s implementation. Operations teams may be
proficient in different programming languages and tools written based on them. There is
currently a lack of standard DevSecOps implementation standards. This leads to different
opinions between operation teams with other parts of the organization. In addition, new
DevOps security tools have to be tested themselves to ensure the overall security of the
organization [23].
Chapter 3
Security in CI/CD pipelines
In this chapter, we are going to discuss currently available solutions applicable to create
software security pipelines. The competition is intense in pipeline tools, and many tech
giants have been introducing tools trying to keep themselves in the game. While there are
many similarities in how these systems work in the core, several key features differentiate
these tools and give us more dependable results.
3.1 Security Requirements Of The Organization
Security baselines are a group of pre-defined configurations and checks which ensure that
the development environment complies with companies’ overall security policies. These
policies are established by well-known tech giants or even governmental organizations to
keep businesses and companies safe from cyber threats. For instance, "Microsoft Windows
security baselines"1 and the Canadian Government’s "Baseline Cyber Security Controls
for Small and Medium Organizations"2 are examples of two security baselines provided
by Microsoft corporation and Canadian government cyber taskforce team, respectively.
Companies can have different definitions of security baseline in their environment. For
instance, a company providing an online Application Programming Interface (API) for
travel ticket booking may have a lower security baseline compared to a financial company
handling sensitive transaction data. Security baselines can be broken into sections and
applied as release gates. Release gates are critical checkpoints in an SDLC. These
gates halt specific software release processes in case of reaching a security weakness
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Figure 3.1: “OWASP Application Security Verification Standard 4.0 Levels” by OWASP
foundation. (Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0 license)
failed builds and releases. They have to be introduced gradually while the development
team gets to know the new workflow of the pipeline. It is possible to integrate release
gates in several SDLC stages like design, coding, testing, and deploying. As a result,
these security checks can improve overall software quality and security in long-term
usage.
3.1.1 Where To Start
Defining a security testing baseline starts by establishing minimum expectations from
tests to be valid. Several industry-standard references have been already working on
application security baselines in the past. The Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP) is the leading foundation supporting open source software security projects. The
OWASP Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS)3 project tries to document
several in-depth verification steps to ensure application security at different security
baselines. ASVS consists of 3 levels which makes it suitable for different companies
with different security requirements. In this project, we are trying to cover basic ASVS
recommendations which can be covered by automated tests. This includes code scanning,
static and dynamic security testing, and monitoring which will be covered later.
3.2 CI/CD Pipeline Definition
Continuous Integration is the introduction of an automated system helping a team
of developers in an organization. This solution tries to build, test, and validate code
frequently. Regular checkups help to increase code quality, find bugs easier, and create
overall better software. Continuous Delivery is the process of delivering new changes in the
software to the end-users in a sustainable manner. New software features, configurations,
and production versions can be released with an automated system that handles the
3https://owasp.org/www-project-application-security-verification-standard/
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process. This will minimize the amount of time needed for our new features to hit the
market. Adding the steps above will create a general pipeline. This pipeline helps the
development and operations team to focus more on the new features instead of taking
the heavy work of manual reviews, software deployment, and environmental setups [25].
To summarize, CI starts with a change detected in the codebase by developers. The
application will be built based on the new commit and tested against unit tests. Unit
tests can block unwanted or incompatible changes from processing in the pipeline. After
these tests are passed, the pipeline will create an experiment environment to deploy the
app. In addition, continuous delivery tests will be run in the next stage. Manual reviews
can be inserted along the pipeline in case of any review needed by repository maintainers.
In the end, the deployment phase begins and software will be delivered on the production
server to customers [26].
3.3 Inserting Security In The Pipeline
It is possible to insert security measures alongside the pipeline mentioned above. Au-
tomated security measurements improve and assess the security of software before
reaching users. The following sections present different parts of the pipeline which can
be strengthened by security measures.
3.3.1 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) Plugins And Linters
Text editor applications are being used every day by developers to produce and commit
code. In recent years, text editors have been empowered by plugins and third-party
applications. These applications can be installed by text editors’ own marketplace. This
allows developers to check for quality errors while writing the code receiving live feedback
from the editor. Tools created as a plugin for text editors are commonly called linters.
The visual studio code editor maintains several linters like ESLint4 and SonarLint5.
When using linters, several bugs and security issues are prevented even before reaching
the pipeline. In addition, it is possible to integrate linters in the pipeline process. Each
alternative has advantages and disadvantages. Plugin linters will reduce the amount of
pipeline running because it has already fixed parts of issues before reaching to pipeline
and it is less possible that the pipeline fails. In contrast, not all developers can keep
updated and synchronized with the linter that should be used in the entire team. This
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3.3.2 Static Code Analysis
Static Code Analysis (SCA) tries to discover vulnerabilities while the code is not in
running mode. This type of analysis is often associated with white-box analysis due to
access to the source code of the application. SCA uses methods like Taint Analysis6
and Data-Flow Analysis[27]. Taint analysis tries to detect patterns related to injection
vulnerabilities. It tries to identify tainted variables and traces them to possible vulnerable
functions known as a ‘sink’ [28]. These variables need to be sanitized before handing
them over. In case of improper sanitization, SCA issues a warning and informs for the
possible vulnerability. These tools follow data flow and register possible output values
of functions and blocks. Later on, the information collected will be used to check for
predefined rules that indicate dangerous code patterns. However, methods using static
code do not cover runtime vulnerabilities and it is important to test the code in the
situation where it is meant to be working on. There is also a possibility of false negatives
in which vulnerabilities are residing in a codebase but the tools are unable to detect it
due to their limited rule-based system.
3.3.3 Dynamic Application Security Testing
Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) tools try to have a black box view over
the application. There is no prior knowledge about the codebase or database design for
these tools while running. The goal is to simulate and assess conditions in real life when
the software is exposed to the network. This type of tool is developed to be running on
already deployed apps in a simulated production environment. Organizations normally
deploy software in specific environments via containerization applications like Docker7
and Kubernetes8. Containerization tools will give a suitable environment for the app
to run over particular firewall and storage configurations. DAST tools try to access the
application deployed on containers over ordinary network connection means like HTTP
requests or database connection requests [29]. Requests to the application can be tweaked
to do a stress test on the whole application. Scenarios like exploiting, Denial of service
attacks, and other known attacks can be simulated. Zed Attack Proxy[30] and Burpsuite9
are examples of dynamic application security tools. DAST tools consist of mechanisms
to bypass some security measures to go deeper into the scanning process. For instance,
it is possible to bypass authentication by injecting authentication data in requests. As
a result, organizations can estimate their software resistance to known attacks in case







This chapter will discuss the solution we have chosen for Volue. In the first part, we will
talk about the current situation of Volue pipelines as well as the company’s requirements
for pipeline security. After that, we will then present our choices for the solution.
4.1 About Volue
Volue is one of the leading companies currently providing software and insight systems
that help businesses shift to sustainable solutions. The area of focus is mainly in
the energy sector with software packages facilitating energy production, trading, and
distribution. In the meantime, Volue is trying to support more than 2000 customers with
cloud-based IT solutions in this area. Software security is one of the main concerns in the
energy sector and this has led to several efforts initializing the Cyber Security Strategy
of the EU for the Energy Sector. Software security is one of the main concerns in the
energy sector. The US government has established the Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery
Systems (CEDS) Division to assess threats in this sector and create a preventional and
response team to confront them. Furthermore, Europe has also created teams to evaluate
the Cyber Security Strategy of the EU for the Energy Sector [31]. An example of cyber
threats is ransomware which forced the United States to shut down the largest fuel
pipeline in the country [32]. The risk is present and advanced security measures have to
be in place to avoid any disruptions in this sector. Volue itself has been recently facing a
cyber security accident. On May 2021 a ransomware shut down applications providing
support to water plants in 200 Norwegian districts. The company acted swiftly and most
systems were up and running after a short period of time [33]. This is not the first time
cyber attacks happening in Norway. In 2019, Hydro, another Norwegian industry giant
has also been the victim of cyber attacks [34]. These accidents show the importance of
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having a strong readiness and taking software security seriously from the development
phase to production and monitoring. Volue is actively evaluating its security. In this
project, we try to strengthen their software development and monitoring pipeline by
automating security checks whenever possible.
4.1.1 The Existing Pipelines
There are several software delivery routes currently happening in Volue extending from
desktop apps to API-First[35] approaches. API-First design methodology tries to solve
issues happening in the process of shifting an organization’s data and operations to
the cloud. This method tries to attract the attention of the development team first
on the design and implementation of the application API. Later on, other interfaces
are built on top and attached to the API itself. This approach reduces the amount of
entanglement between the services and even software modules and makes it easier to
move the apps to the cloud or containerize or scale them easier. Unification of the source
control systems and build environments is an essential goal to reach software security.
This will ensure security is forced and enabled in all different software development
sectors. Currently, the company uses TeamCity, Azure DevOps, and Github as their
main DevOps infrastructure.
4.1.2 Company Requirements
We have been appointed to improve the software security pipeline in 3 main sections,
development, pre-deployment, and post-deployment phase. Volue requires a solution
that has minimum configurations per repository and can easily reproduce outcomes on
different pipelines. This is important in the later adoption of the work since it can be
implemented with less extra weight on the development team.
4.1.3 CI Tools
The first step is choosing the right CI tool. There are several factors to consider when
picking the right candidate. Jenkins, TeamCity, Travis, CircleCi, Gitlab, and Github
Actions are the key competitors in the current CI tools. Each one of these products is
heavily maintained and supported by its respective owners. The first important feature
to be considered is the ability to host the product on-premises or on the cloud. Since all
code and builds are checked and confirmed by the CI tools, the source code and keys
could be in danger of being exposed. This scenario is still possible even if the product is
hosted by well-known cloud hosting providers. The mechanism we chose had to be able
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to provide self-hosting features for the target environment to keep all the data flow inside
the company’s internal network. Besides, it would be great to have the feature of cloud
hosting for builds as an alternative to keep the setup and configuration complexity lower
at first. At the time of writing this document, we have encountered that only Travis,
Jenkins, Gitlab, and Github Actions support both on-premises and cloud hosting for
pipeline builds.
The second factor considering the pipeline tool is integration and support. Later on
in this chapter, we will see that some pieces like code scanning rely on third-party
companies to provide the feature. Pipeline tools can be integrated with third-party
software via plugins developed by the community or the company itself. These official
plugins reduce the risk of including third-party apps since there is no need for developing
own middlewares to connect them to the system [36].
Finally, containerization support is a must for the tool chosen for security testing.
Containers enable developers to develop, test and deploy software more reliably by keeping
the environment continuously the same. The CI tool must support containerization
tools to test software security features and simulate the production deployment area
characteristics. We have chosen Github Actions1 as our tool since it meets all requirements
mentioned above. In addition, Github Actions is based on Github repositories which
currently host most of the world’s open-source projects. It is possible to share each CI
workflow and make it useful for the whole open source community. Github Company
provides a huge amount of free build-time for open source projects. As a result, software
security and integrity could drastically improve by creating automated software security
pipelines over Github Actions.
4.1.4 Security Tools
Github Actions combines features of a pipeline with Github source control and repository
management capabilities. Individual software developers and companies active in cyber
security can release tools based on the Github Actions platform. It brings new capabilities
for security players in the market to integrate their tools with the platform. In addition,
all processes are made in YAML file format. YAML2 is a structured file format that
can be easily read and translated into meaningful steps. Using this file type creates an
extra layer of mobility to the CI/CD process. DevOps representatives can easily define
pipelines for each repository by adding a YAML workflow file to the repository. Github
Actions identify the pipeline specification file and try to build the pipeline based on
the exposed YAML file. Each file is considered a separate pipeline and will be initiated
1https://docs.github.com/en/actions
2https://yaml.org/
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on each repository change based upon the rules defined in the file. Next, a container
instance gets generated in the virtual machines hosted by either Github or On-Premises.
It is possible to generate a virtual environment on Linux, macOS, and Windows-based
runners.
There are several issues concerning this approach to running the environment. Firstly,
when a runner starts the process, there is no way to input extra data during the process
until the pipeline is done and the report is generated. It is only possible to deliver all
our extra fields of data as an argument when the pipeline is starting. While running, we
have encountered that some fields of data like deployment host keys, tools’ API keys, and
other secrets need to be injected into the application. Putting these data in the pipeline
file brings a security concern of all people accessing the repository being able to have
access to all our keys. An ideal scenario would be to only have the DevOps team and
repository maintainers have this access. This problem was solved along the way by using
an environment secrets tool. Github provides an environment secret passing tool that
manages secrets and other sensitive data of the repository in a secure enclave and only
passes them on demand to the runner when requested. This method will ensure that the
company’s sensitive information is only accessed when runners are initiated through a
secure enclave. There is always a possibility of a developer trying to catch the identity of
the secret providers or try to access unauthorized secrets. Currently, Github Actions is
using a libsodium3 sealed box implementation to store secrets. This library which has
adopted its core functionality from the NaCl4 library provides secure access to secrets
while keeping the secret provider identity out of reach. The premise of sealed boxes is
that the virtual environment has an anonymous dropbox. Github users can use a sealed
box to send a message to the environment. On the recipient side, the environment knows
nobody but the sender could have read or tampered with it. But it knows nothing about
who the sender was. This way, we can prove the validity of the secrets without exposing
where it comes from. In order to prevent unauthorized secret access, there are reviewer
steps for secrets.
Each secret can have a reviewer apply access controls every time it is used during the
pipeline. This may seem like an excessive controlling scenario. However, in big-scale
software corporations, it is important to protect secrets like deploy API keys or database
credentials out of reach of members of the organization while giving them access to
use them in a pipeline to run automatic tests. It is important for organizations to use
these reviewer steps to avoid the risk of an internal data breach [37]. By using all the
above-mentioned techniques we will ensure that the virtual environment and secrets will
be kept secure while running in the organization.
3https://libsodium.gitbook.io/doc/public-key_cryptography/sealed_boxes
4http://nacl.cr.yp.to/
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4.1.5 Code Scanning & Dependency Checking
Codebases are always prone to include vulnerabilities that are easily detectable by
machines. Although there could be possible logical vulnerabilities in applications, it is
possible to prevent others by automated pipelines. There have been several comparisons
between SCA tools before which we can see examples from Matti Mantere; Ilkka Uusitalo;
Juha Röning [38]. In addition, Arvinder Kaur and Ruchikaa Nayyar also compared these
tools in [39]. These comparisons try to reach these tools mostly based on vulnerabilities
found and how they try to fix them automatically. In previous years, several tools are
released in this area and some of the comparisons mentioned have been changed with
new updates to the tools. In addition, while these measures are important, another
key factor for our project was how much it is possible to integrate the solution to an
automated workflow of the Github Actions ecosystem. Furthermore, new characteristics
like duplicate code detection are only available in recently introduced versions of tools
like SonarQube. In this project, we have focused on tools with a focus on integration
and extension of their scanning capabilities. We have tried several tools like SonarQube,
Snyk, and Fortify; the results will be presented in the following chapters. There is not a
clear winner since each tool is presenting better features in different sectors. SonarQube
provides extensive capabilities in detecting code smells and providing code review while
Snyk is better at dependency scanning and security measures. We are looking to reach
two goals in this part of the pipeline. First providing a code quality scan for the repository
we are operating on. We have measured that are quantitative and qualitative to examine
our code submission and move forward along the pipeline.
Code Coverage
Code coverage tests try to calculate lines of code used while running test suites. It is
normally measured by a percentage which shows what percentage of the current codebase
is used by tests. This test is essential to ensure software security. Each line of the
code being tested by a Unit test provides a level of confidence that the following code
functionality has been examined in tests. This will prevent software developers from
creating intentional or unintentional loopholes in the system which has not been tested
during software development. Examples of this behavior could be developers creating
extra functions which log data created in the enterprise and save them in a remote
machine [40]. If this part of the system has not been visited by the tests, the Code
coverage number will decrease. It is possible to set a threshold in the pipeline to fail
decreasing coverage code commits. Finally, we can consider hardcoding minimum code
coverage percentage which is usually set around 80 percent when looking at discussions
in DevOps forums. It is not suitable for projects which start to adopt these new security
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pipelines since it will break the whole pipeline by not letting any code commit pass the
tests if the previous codebase is weakly tested. As a result, we recommend setting rules
to improve code coverage percentage on each commit based on previous reports’ results.
SonarQube provides code coverage results which we can further process and threshold
our pipeline based on the results provided.
Code Smells
Code smells are not essentially bugs or vulnerabilities but they ring an alert about the
codebase overall code quality. An example of code smells is empty defined functions in
the program. Code smells to try to make an assessment of the future technical debt in the
system based on the templates defined for them. Having a code smell in the developers’
commit is not an immediate problem and it can be considered just as a warning during
the pipeline. We will try to consider SonarQube as our code smell provider tool. The
pipeline will only generate a report on the cod smells and not try to prevent developers
from finishing the pipeline if any code smell exists. Finally, the generated report is
presented to the repository maintainer to decide on suitable actions [41].
Code Quality Checker
Unlike code smells which do not convey a serious problem in our codebase, Code Quality
checkers look for dangerous patterns in our code that may expose applications to possible
vulnerabilities like remote code execution (RCE), SQL injection, and cross-site scripting
(XSS). Projects may vary in codebase size from thousands of lines to millions of lines.
The bigger size of the codebase brings up new complexity to the code and makes it
harder to review. Code quality checkers are tools that define sets of rules which get
checked against the whole codebase to find possible breaches in the rules. This will
ensure policies are enforced in the whole codebase. In addition, human manual reviews
are prevented at this stage since humans are more prone to mistakes when it comes to
inspection of big complex codebases. Quality warnings will be generated later based on
the level of severity of the problem and it is up to the maintainer of the codebase to let
the whole pipeline process on a different level of code quality breaches. In some modern
code quality services, each issue comes with a recommended solution to fix it manually
or by running commands to solve automatically [42].
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Dependency Scanning
Software supply chain security is currently under study and development due to the
recent events in the cyber security world. After the Orion network monitoring hack
which affected big firms like US Homeland Security and Microsoft, there is a major focus
on regulating dependencies used in projects. Dependencies are data or functionality
imported into the software by external sources. Developers and maintainers have little
to no authority over the dependencies and monitoring their behavior need a meticulous
inspection of the dependency functionality and design. Open-source software (OSS)
development is becoming mainstream. We are relying more on third-party-developed
software every day. According to a survey by Black Duck Software, 78 percent of
responders reported that their whole company or parts of it is using OSS [43]. In
addition, 66 percent of participants indicated that their company produces software
based on OSS. Third-party components (TPC) and dependencies are used as building
blocks of the software. this enables companies with less human and financial resources to
build software faster while relying on the extensive library of TPCs over the internet [44].
Although many of the TPCs are being inspected and tested by volunteers, they are still
considered as black boxes which companies inheriting them have no idea of what happens
inside the TPC. Here we face a paradox. A tool that using it can advance the development
process and help us to build better and with a blazing speed. On the other hand, the same
TPC can act as an attack surface to our final product and bring on new opportunities
for malicious actors to penetrate our software. Eventually, TPCs are being imported to
our project using a centralized registry. Malicious actors can use these imported libraries
and software to infiltrate and exploit the internal systems of the organization. It is
possible to prevent this threat by using dependency scanners. These scanners try to keep
track of vulnerabilities or security holes in the TPC’s and inform the software maintainer
about it. Furthermore, deprecated and obsolete dependencies are spotted and removed
from the software lifecycle. It is possible to keep dependencies automatically updated
to get security patches as soon as TPC’s are updated. We have decided to use Snyk
as our dependency scanner. Snyk has integrations with Github Actions and provides
extensive dependency checking with an updated database of vulnerable packages. Package
managers like Pip, Npm, Go and Composer are crawled on a daily basis and security
vulnerabilities are added to Snyk Vulnerability Database. These vulnerabilities range
from simple buffer overflow possibilities to higher degrees of dangerous vulnerabilities
like arbitrary code execution or privilege escalation [45]. Snyk tries to score the found
vulnerabilities based on the severity of the problem. As a result, we have been able
to produce a roadmap of the software codebase and problems alongside how critical
and time-dependent is to fix that issue before causing bigger problems in the software
lifecycle.
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4.1.6 Open-port Scanning
It is possible to send requests to a range of ports in the server to find active ports. Port
scanning is one of the oldest tactics used by hackers to gather information about which
services and applications are running on the target. Enterprise applications normally
use known ports to connect to external applications. Although some ports are vital
for the application to be running, a few ports are only used for maintenance objectives.
For instance, port 22 is used for Secure Shell (SSH) access to provide access for server
maintenance. These ports can be left open while they are not in use and pose a threat.
Attackers can try to exploit less secure applications using their special port. Besides,
organizations are expanding the connectivity of devices with IoT solutions in the business.
This will introduce even more network-connected machines which can have misconfigured
applications and additional open ports [46]. Volue has given us the assignment to have
an automated port scanning solution to provide 24/7 surveillance over the deployed
applications in the Volue ecosystem. This will enable Volue to get notified whenever a
new port has been opened on the applications without prior whitelisting. We have used
Github Actions to provide monitoring capabilities. A script will run NMap5 application
at different time intervals during the day. NMap is a free open source software that is
widely used by network administrators to perform network discovery and auditing. We
have used NMap software in our automated pipeline to watch over Volue deployed apps
and report which ports are currently open. Later on, Volue can use this data to detect
misconfigurations or internal mistakes which lead to open exposed ports in their network.
4.1.7 Secure Socket Layer And Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) Eval-
uation
Creating a connection between server and client over the internet needs security measures
to avoid eavesdropping and packet modification. Secure Socket Layer and Transport
Layer Security protocol try to achieve this goal by providing an authenticated and
encrypted channel between two parties with novel algorithms and cryptographic ciphers.
This method tries to use public/private key encryption. To keep the public keys accessible
to others certificate authorities provide essential data alongside public keys needed to
connect to that server. However, in recent years we have faced several security breaches
in SSL/TLS protocol. An example of the security leak in SSL is the Heartbleed bug6
which allowed malicious actors to steal critical documents, emails, messages, and other
valuable information from users who still use older versions of OpenSSL software. Besides,
currently, only a few TLS versions and cipher suites are approved by governments and
5https://nmap.org/book/man.html
6https://heartbleed.com/
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industry experts to be used [47, 48]. Volue has mentioned that it is important for them
to keep SSL/TLS updated and secure. We have been working on the pipeline to provide
security checks to check for SSL/TLS version and configuration. This test will be part of
the pipeline and can be run automatically in time intervals. Volue can include all server
endpoints of the company in the mentioned pipeline and we will do evaluations of the
server configurations, SSL/TLS versions, expiry date of certificates, and overall security
measures of the encrypted connection. SSLLabs7 scanner is command-line opensource
client software that creates tests for hosts’ SSL security. We will be integrating SSLLabs
software in our command line and generate reports from command line results of the
software so that it can be reviewed by repository owners. It is also possible to stop the
pipeline when a misconfiguration has been detected in SSL/TLS security. This will work
as an always-on watching system to protect volue SSL/TLS encryption from possible
attacks due to misconfigurations and outdated versions of software.
4.1.8 Integration And Automation
Github Actions use virtual machine runner instances to run pipelines. Each pipeline
occupies portions of the runner’s computational power and bandwidth usage. It is
important for our automated pipeline to be efficient and only run tests and builds
whenever needed. It is possible to run tests on special conditions and Github runners
will initiate the action whenever the trigger conditions are met. Software companies
consist of different teams working on the product at the same time. If all the pipeline
tests run on every push to the repositories, this will exhaust the runners, and jobs will be
in long queues before they could be completed. In addition, specific tests like SSL/TLS
scans are time-consuming and will keep the runners busy for longer periods. We tried to
develop smart pipelines that try to expand the runner’s idle time by assigning pipeline
triggers to persons committing the code. As an example, user experience and UI design
teams’ commits are ignored by runners. Developers’ commits will trigger static analysis,
code coverage, and code smell pipelines. SSL/TLS scans and port scans work parallelly
in time intervals without attachment to commits. Finally, commits to master will run
all possible runners to check for everything before the new code is added to the system
[49]. These are just examples of roles in a software organization and how they can be
assigned to pipeline triggers. We have the ability to tweak the system so that different
jobs happen in special circumstances. As a result, pipeline triggers will be controlled





We will explain how we install and operate our pipeline in different environments in
this chapter. First, we used 3 open-source projects that we found on the internet to
test the different tools we chose. Finally, we integrate several suitable tools into Volue’s
repository for a complete security workflow that can integrate into the CI/CD pipeline.
5.1 Experimental Systems Setup
In this thesis, we prepare three projects that test each part of the pipeline, along with
a project repository provided by Volue in the middle of the research period to test the
performance of the complete pipeline. The three repositories we use are open source
projects that can be found on the internet in the three languages required by Volue,
namely Python, Javascript and C#. The practical project powered by Volue is written
in C# with the DotNet framework.
5.1.1 Test Repositories
We use three projects with three different languages, Python, Javascript and C# respec-
tively. The first two projects we used to test tools with scripting languages. We then use
a project written in the DotNet framework in C# - a compiled language, from which to
build a suitable pipeline for Volue’s project.
Python Repository
This is a simple project written in Python and Flask which is the first project we used
to test Github Actions as well as apply CodeQL to check vulnerabilities in the project.
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Since CodeQL is provided by Github with a feature that only works in public open-source
projects, we make this repository public at the link https://github.com/sohrabch/
github-actions
Figure 5.1: Python repository
We mainly use this repository to get acquainted and use Github Actions to create a
workflow. Besides, we also test the vulnerability scanning tools here.
Javascript Repository
Figure 5.2: Javascript repository
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This is a simple weather application written in Javascript that we cloned from https:
//github.com/bmorelli25/simple-nodejs-weather-app#readme. We use this reposi-
tory to develop our pipeline to work more coherently, trying to break it down clearly so
that we can understand how the tools work comprehensively.
Here, we build a series of steps using Github Actions to test Snyk, njsscan, as well as
other open port and SSL scanning tools. From there, combine them to become a sequence
of security scans in a CI/CD Pipeline.
C# Repository
This repository is taken by us from Bitwarden - an open-source project written in C#
with DotNet framework which used to store login and password information. This is an
actual project being operated and contributed by the community. This project includes
many smaller components such as server, web, desktop and phone applications, and so
on. We use the Bitwarden server codes to test our pipeline. The source code of the
repository can be found at the following link: https://github.com/bitwarden/server
This repository we install as private to be able to test as close as possible to Volue’s
project. Different from the previous two languages, this project uses C#, which is a
compiled language. Therefore, the vulnerability scanners for the project also requires the
code to be compiled before calling the tools. This makes each scan time on this project
longer than in scripting languages such as the two above.
5.1.2 Volue Repository
This is an actual project of Volue, this project is written with DotNet and C#. For
security reasons as well as Volue policy, the source code of this project cannot be published.
At this project, we run the final stages of testing for the pipeline we built. In addition,
we also perform upgrades and modifications to tools or pipelines by the demand from
Volue.
5.2 Implementation
Our pipeline, like all Github Actions workflows, is placed in a yml file located in the
.github/workflow directory. In this file, we use the tools by one or more steps in the
workflow.
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Figure 5.3: yml file header
The figure 5.3 shows a header of a yml file. The name part is used to name the workflow,
this field is used to distinguish when the pipeline has several different threads. Next, the
on item is used to set the condition under which the workflow is triggered. Usually, there
will be two main types here, event-based or time-based. In our experiments, we mostly
set up the workflow to start up on push events. The goal is that with each push coming
from the development team, the code will be automatically scanned for vulnerabilities
once to detect dangerous errors early.
Workflow steps are located in the jobs section. Each job will have its own name at the
beginning and the name must not contain spaces. The next section is run-ons, where
the operating system on which this job will run is indicated. Finally, the steps in a job
will be declared in the steps section.
For each project, there will be different steps defined and organized based on user intent.
However, to be able to interact with the project’s code, the Checkout step must always
be called first. At this step, the Github Actions system will clone the entire repository
into the virtual system on which the job is running. This step is written as the figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Checkout step
Python Repository
We have used this repository to test a few different tools like CodeQL, Fortify or ZAP.
However, we will only talk about the tool that gives the most stable results that make us
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most satisfied, which is CodeQL. This is a tool provided by Github security engineers
themselves. So we do not need to use too many implementation steps to use it.
Figure 5.5: Action steps with Python project
First, the init step must be defined along with the language used by the project. This
step helps the tool know the language being used to install the necessary libraries and
plugins. Then we simply invoke the analyze action and wait for the results to be
returned in the Security tab at the very repository where the workflow is running.
Javascript Repository
In this repository, we tested a few tools namely Snyk, njsscan, NMap and SSLLabs. In
addition, we also use the results obtained and uploaded with the actions themselves as
artifacts.
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Figure 5.6: Snyk steps with NodeJS
With a project written in NodeJS, to scan for vulnerabilities with Snyk, we need to call
the actions developed by the Snyk team at snyk/actions/node. However, the thing to
add here is that to be able to call Snyk, we have to create a Snyk account at snyk.io
and get our own token. Then, put that token in the secrets section of the settings of the
repository to use it in the actions. The results of the scan will be shown in the results of
actions. Snyk tries to cross-reference the code with its local database of vulnerabilities
and dangerous patterns in order to create a risk map and vulnerability list.
Figure 5.7: njsscan steps
Using njsscan is quite similar to Snyk, we also call the action from the tool’s repository.
However, this tool does not require a tool user token. In addition, we install a tool that
outputs the results as sarif files - a file format for reporting results with Github’s Security
tab. Then we use the upload sarif action defined by the Github team in the CodeQL
repository.
The open port scanner we use here is NMap. This tool has no built-in support for Github
Actions, so we installed it using a bash script in the very environment created for the
workflow. Here, we run NMap to scan the Volue homepage, however, this is due to the
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limited access we had to company infrastructure and deployed softwares behind firewalls.
In real world scenarios, volue DevOps team will use tokens to inject deployed software
endpoint to NMap software. NMap will later try to check on the endpoint ports and
report on the open ports found.
Figure 5.8: NMap and SSLLabs steps
Finally, we use SSLLabs to evaluate SSL quality. This tool also does not support Github
Actions, so we continue to install it manually through a combination of bash scripts
and actions. First, we install the tool’s environment which is Go programming language
through actions provided by Github team. Then we cloned the tool’s code to the working
environment. From there, we ran the tool with Go as if we were running it on a real
machine. SSL Labs checks for SSL certificate tree and certificate variables in different
operating systems and devices. This is done by SSLLabs virtual environments that
simulate Android, IOS and Desktop devices with different browsers.
The results of both NMap and SSLLabs tools are stored in a file named logs.txt and
uploaded as an artifact with the output of the workflow.
C# Repository
In this repository, we mainly focus on perfecting our pipeline, testing Snyk when running
against DotNet projects. First, to be able to run Snyk with projects that use DotNet,
the project’s code must be built before the Snyk action is invoked. To build it, the first
step, the DotNet framework has to be installed, we do this with the actions provided by
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the Github team. Then the dependencies must also be installed using DotNet with the
appropriate config file. Next, we invoke the build command with DotNet to output the
complete builds.
Figure 5.9: Steps to run Snyk with DotNet project
The next steps, similar to the NodeJS project, are vulnerability scanning with Snyk,
open port scanning with NMap, and SSL evaluation with SSLLabs.
Volue Repository
In this repository, we repeat what we did in the C# repository. In addition, we perfect our
pipeline by generating the completed output and preventing malicious pushes according
to the results received.
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Figure 5.10: Workflow files in the Volue repository
We split the pipeline into two different components: vulnerability scanning and monitor
scan which contains open port scanning and SSL certificate checking.
We scan for vulnerabilities in the code after every push coming from the developers. If
serious vulnerabilities are discovered in the code, the pipeline will automatically revert
the newly pushed commit.
Figure 5.11: Schedule the workflow to run once every hour
Monitor scan will be periodically scanned depending on the request from Volue, here we
set the scan to take place once every hour. The final result is summed up with a piece of
python we code ourselves. After that, it will be uploaded to our Slack channel.
The code of the workflows is attached in the appendix A.
5.3 Experimental Results
We document the results from each tool as well as the performance of our pipeline to
ensure the working of the automation we built.
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5.3.1 Python Repository
Figure 5.12: CodeQL workflow finished fluently
After much tweaking and testing, the final result we got from the CodeQL tool was quite
satisfactory. The tool runs stably, does not appear error when running, and returns the
correct results if a vulnerability is detected. We can see a sample result of action as
shown in figure 5.12, which is the result of a vulnerability scan using CodeQL. Using
artifacts helped us to integrate vulnerability reports to Github further. We can notify
developers and maintainers of found issues as soon as the report is complete. It is possible
to use an internal Github notification system to make this process even more integrated.
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Figure 5.13: Vunerability found by CodeQL
The figure 5.13 represents the vulnerability that the CodeQL tool found in the Security/-
Code analysis tag of the repository. From this extremely detailed result, the development
team can patch the discovered vulnerability more easily. In addition, codeQL provides
the vulnerability index in the Common Weakness Enumerations database 1 or National
Vulnerability Database 2. These are worldwide databases to submit and measure security
weaknesses in software and hardware. They are also used as a baseline for weakness
identification, mitigation, and prevention efforts. As a result, developers can check each
vulnerability and look at community made fixes for the issue.
5.3.2 Javascript Repository
At this repository, each tool returns results in a different way. More specifically, figure
5.14 shows the results of Snyk’s vulnerability scan, which is shown in the output of the
scan step in the workflow.
1https://cwe.mitre.org/index.html
2https://nvd.nist.gov/
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Figure 5.14: Result of Snyk
The review by Snyk vulnerability scanning takes place smoothly. The vulnerabilities found
are shown in the output of the action itself. We can see the statistics of vulnerabilities
discovered by Snyk in figure 5.14.
The results of njsscan can be found in the Security tab of the repository as shown in
figure 5.15. We can see that the result of njsscan is different from the one obtained from
Snyk.
Figure 5.15: Result of njsscan
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As we can see, similar to CodeQL, njsscan outputs a sarif file, which is supported by
Github. Hence, the results are shown in the Code scanning alert list in detail. However,
Github only offers this feature on public repositories or in organizations that have
purchased Github Enterprise program.
Figure 5.16: Open ports and SSL results was uploaded as artifact
The results of the open port scan and SSL check are compiled into a text file and uploaded
with the action as an artifact. Figure 5.16 shows where the artifact is located. When
downloaded and unzipped, we will get the result as shown in figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Results of open ports and SSL
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5.3.3 C# Repository
Figure 5.18 below shows the results of the Snyk vulnerability scanning workflow on
the Dotnet project. Before getting the scan results, we must let the system install the
necessary dependencies for the project. The results are also shown in the output of the
jobs.
Figure 5.18: Results on C#
5.3.4 Volue Repository
Here, we get the results of two workflows at two different places, submitting to Slack and
using Github Actions artifact. This can be easily customized according to the purpose
and requirements of the user.
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Figure 5.19: Results of security scanning on Volue repository
First, as we can see, figure 5.19 shows when Snyk discovered a vulnerability in the project.
At this point, the report will be generated and uploaded to our Slack channel. The
results in figure 5.20 clearly show which branches and commits have been vulnerable, as
well as which vulnerabilities have been discovered. Slack is a choice of the team working
on this project. We have made the report accessible over other workplace tools like Jira,
Slack, and social messenger tools. This enables developers to choose their preferred way
of receiving reports about their submissions.
Figure 5.20: The results are uploaded to the Slack channel if any vulnerability is found
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The monitor scan, on the other hand, returns the result as an artifact of the action. From
the results obtained, the development team can assess whether the system is operating
properly. Here, we do not include a standard to assess whether the system is safe or
not because this is completely based on the policy of each company and organization.
Reporting whenever there are signs of a vulnerability can be done just as easily as the
vulnerability scan above.
Figure 5.21: Results of monitor scan
Figure 5.21 shows us the result of the monitor scan as an artifact of the action. Along
with that, figure 5.22 shows the result when decompressed. Here, we can see the SSL
and open port parameters of the system that have been deployed.
Figure 5.22: The artifact file of the result
Chapter 6
Discussion
In this chapter, we are going to deliberate about the results that we have from the final
pipeline for Volue. Then, we will consider the value of the pipeline with the requirements
from the company.
6.1 Expectation Vs Results
Our ultimate goal in this thesis is to integrate the security component into the existing
DevOps pipeline. Besides, we also wanted to automate it in the best and most suitable
way for the development team. This can save time and other resources that are used
for security testing. Furthermore, it also makes it easier to react to vulnerabilities,
accidentally created by a developer through bad code. Instead of waiting for the
penetration testing team to periodically test the project, this scan will be automatically
performed and notified to the developer as soon as the code is committed. It is also
expected that this pipeline can be integrated minimum amount of changes to the Volue
SDLC.
In chapter 5, we were able to see the test results of the pipeline we developed. Overall,
the results we have achieved are quite satisfying. The tools work stably as we expected.
They are run completely automatically with only a few steps of installation that are not
too complicated. When developers work, they don’t have to wait for the security team
to respond. Vulnerabilities will be automatically detected by the tools and reported to
the development team. This helps speed up the product development process. Instead of
waiting for hours or even days to detect an unintentional vulnerability, when applying
this pipeline, the discovery of these errors takes only a few minutes.
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6.2 The Solution For The Industry Challenges
Roshan N. Rajapakse, Mansooreh Zahedi, M. Ali Babar, and Haifeng Shen have investi-
gated and collected challenges related to adopting DevSecOps in organizations [23]. We
try to face these challenges and measure how our security pipeline product has helped to
overcome them. Here we discuss a few challenges and how we managed to solve them in
our pipeline.
6.2.1 Tool Selection Challenge
DevOps consists of several stages which have fundamental differences in their workflow.
There are many tools developed by the industry to support each stage and include
security in the pipeline workflow. The above-mentioned research shows that developers
struggle in tool selection when it comes to DevSecOps implementation. This has been
an issue during our project development also. Each tool comes with a feature set and
implementation tactic that usually differs from the competition. In addition, tools use
different programming languages to implement their features. This means that even
developers inside a single organization may be in contradiction about the tool they are
keener to use [50]. Our proposed solution focus on choosing the platform which has wider
adoption by the community. Github is widely adopted by the developer’s community and
many open source projects are maintained in Github repositories. Using Github Actions
as a base tool gave us the possibility to reach a wider spectrum of possible users of the
pipeline. Furthermore, we tried to use official plugins from vulnerability scanners instead
of writing our own bash scripts. This would help us to keep the pipeline-specific code
smaller and avoid problems faced in the future to maintain the pipeline. However, there
is a lack of standardization in this area to help DevSecOps teams in the implementation
stages. We believe that in the coming years there would be an urge to create and
maintain standards for tools developed in this area that would lead to possible guidelines
for DevSecOps tools selection. There are other concerns like the security of the tools
itself which are beyond the scope of this project to be evaluated.
6.2.2 Static Analysis Tools Limitations
Software dependencies are increasing and a library can be used on thousands of different
dependencies. Current static analysis tools run into the problem of high false positives
and a high volume of vulnerability detections in tests due to nested dependencies [51, 52].
This will exhaust developers and make it hard to find and prioritize vulnerabilities to
fix. We have solved this issue by providing an option for the DevSecOps team to choose
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the severity of their target vulnerability and get reports based on their selection. As
a result, developers can focus on critical vulnerabilities first and lower the amount of
severity whenever they have covered more critical problems.
6.2.3 Access Management In DevOps Domain
DevOps team has access to the production environment and software critical data like
secrets and API keys. This is due to the definition of the team to handle deployments
and overall software running infrastructure. There is always an existing threat concerning
insider misuse of the keys or data in an organization. Keys can be used to access sensitive
customer data or process unauthorized requests. Restricting access to production-sensitive
data while keeping the workflow running is one of the challenges in DevSecOps operations.
We have used Github secret management tools to overcome this challenge while giving
access to secret keys in the command line tools and the runner’s environment. Maintainers
can issue access to secrets on-demand and DevOps members will only acquire the key
usage access without accessing the original key content.
6.3 Satisfaction Of Volue’s Requirements
Our workflow has gained recognition from Volue. Jarle Nygård, our local supervisor from
Volue, has the following views:
"I have applied the workflow in one other project now and it was easy to set up and
put to work. It has already paid off, in the sense of finding 3 high severity issues in our
dependencies. The vulnerabilities were deep in the dependency graph and so it would
have been almost impossible for anyone to manually find the unpatched dependencies,
but with the report output from the workflow, it was easy to identify and fix the problems.
My recommendation to Volue R&D leadership is to enforce the usage of this workflow
for all Volue products going forward."
Jarle is a Senior Software Architect of Volue who worked with us during the time we
were working on this thesis. He also gave us lots of helpful advice and some practical
directions when we got stuck. As having been following since the beginning, he totally
understands the workflow that we have built.
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6.4 Limitations
The current system still has quite a few limitations that can be overcome in the future.
First, the number of selected tools is not diverse. For now, we’ve only included a few
tools that stand out and match the requirements from Volue. Besides, we currently
only support three languages, C#, Javascript and Python. Also, current tools can
only be integrated with Github Actions and not with other CI tools yet. In addition,
monitoring tools must be optimized to bypass existing firewalls and regional blocks issued
by companies to be able to monitor the organizations running applications.
6.5 Challenges
Since the beginning of this thesis, we have also encountered a few problems that made
the research and experiment not go as expected. These problems have gradually been
overcome by us in the process of completing the thesis.
The first obstacle that can be mentioned is the social distancing during the epidemic,
which makes it impossible for us to go to the office and work directly with the Volue
development team. Therefore, sometimes we misunderstood their ideas. However, we
have overcome this by creating regular meetings as well as creating our own Slack channel
for communication.
Second, when working with Github and Github Actions, we ran into obstacles due
to Github’s policy not to support some tools when run in a private repository. That
contradicts Volue’s policy that the code used to test the tools is not allowed to be released
to the public. To deal with this, we have been constantly finding, testing, and replacing
different tools to find the ones that can support private repositories.
Because of some of the procedures based on the policy of Volue, we were not able to
experiment with actual company projects from the start. This led us to decide to find
and use a few open source projects from the internet as we mentioned in chapter 5.
One last small thing that can be mentioned here is the technical hurdle, as this is the first
time we approach a project written in C# or using Github Actions to create a workflow.
We have learned how to use and work with those technologies, and that will help us a lot
in the future.
Chapter 7
Future Directions and Conclusion
This is the final chapter of the thesis. We will sketch out some directions to further
develop the solution and conclude our work on the pipeline.
7.1 Future Directions
In chapter 6, we mentioned some limitations of the current workflow. Here, we will talk
about the solution and some positive directions in the future.
7.1.1 Tool Diversification
The increase in the variety of tools makes it possible for users to have more options
to suit the requirements and purposes of each project. Since different tools may give
different results, using multiple scanning engines simultaneously will help avoid missing
vulnerabilities.
7.1.2 Increase Compatibility
The current system needs to be modified and upgraded to support more programming
languages and frameworks. In addition, the development of workflow to be able to work
on platforms other than Github is also a desirable thing. Depending on the nature of
each different project, the deployment and running of the software will take place in
different environments. Therefore, the vulnerability scanning of each case should also be
carefully considered during the implementation phase.
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7.1.3 DAST Further Implementation
We have been limited by the resources we have access to for dynamic security testing.
Volue has several running projects which need defined testing forks and branches to
apply dynamic security testing. In the future, volue can contribute to this project by
developing further dynamic security features like ZAP scanner integration. We have
already researched the DAST tools and tried them on the test programs. However, for
DAST to work, there needs to more internal knowledge about the application workflow
and authentication process.
7.1.4 Enhance Automation
Now the automation of the workflow has been partially applied. However, when deploying
each project, the development team still has to install it manually. Developing a tool
to automate the generation and integration of workflows based on user requests is an
extremely promising direction.
7.2 Conclusion
To conclude, in this thesis, we studied how to automate security so that it can be
integrated into the CI/CD pipeline. We studied the existing theories to build a workflow
model from security tools for the software development process. We then used that
workflow to apply to a trio of test software projects and an actual one coming from
Volue. The results obtained from testing can indicate the workflow that we have shown
works well for software projects and gives certain effects on the performance of a software
development life cycle. The workflow we built was also appreciated by Volue - the
company that proposed this thesis. Although there are still imperfections and needs to
be improved, the project shows a lot of potentials to be developed into a tool to support
DevSecOps work.
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runs -on: ubuntu - latest
strategy :
matrix :
dotnet - version : [’3.1.x’]
steps :
- name: Checkout repository
uses: actions / checkout@v2
with:
fetch - depth : 0
- name: Setup .NET Core SDK ${{ matrix .dotnet - version }}
uses: actions /setup - dotnet@v1 .7.2
with:
dotnet - version : ${{ matrix .dotnet - version }}
- name: Install dependencies
run: dotnet restore --configfile nuget . config
- name: Build projects
run: dotnet build -- configuration Release --no - restore
- name: Run Snyk to check for vulnerabilities
uses: snyk/ actions / dotnet@master
continue -on - error : true
env:
SNYK_TOKEN : ${{ secrets . SNYK_TOKEN }}
# Change solution file name here
# Comment 2 lines below if not use solution file
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with:
args: --file = Powel . Melding .sln --json -file - output =vuln.json
- name: Setup Python
uses: actions /setup - python@v2
- name: Shorten report
id: results
run: |
python ./. github / workflows /security - report .py




echo "##[ set - output name= branch ;]$(echo ${ GITHUB_REF #refs/ heads /})"
echo "::set - output name= sha_short ::$(git rev - parse --short HEAD)"
# Runs these if the push is vulnerable
- name: Revert
if: contains (${{ steps . results . outputs . stdout }}, " Vulnerable ")
continue -on - error : true
run: |
cd "${ GITHUB_WORKSPACE }"
git config --global user.name "github - actions [bot]"
git config --global user. email "github - actions [bot] @users . noreply . github .com"
git revert --no -edit ${{ steps . vars . outputs . sha_short }}
git push
- name: Upload logs to slack app
if: contains (${{ steps . results . outputs . stdout }}, " Vulnerable ")
uses: adrey /slack -file -upload - action@master
with:
token : ${{ secrets . SLACK_TOKEN }}
path: ./ Security_report .txt
title : " Latest security check results on branch ${{ steps .vars. outputs . branch }} - commit ${{ steps .vars. outputs . sha_short }}"
channel : random
- name: Exit with failure marks if vuinerable





vuln_file = open ("vuln.json")
vuln_data = json.load( vuln_file )
report = open (" Security_report .txt", "w+")
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report . write ( ’’’
==============================





for project in vuln_data :
vulns = len( project [" vulnerabilities "])
vuln_count += vulns
if vulns > 0:
vuln_report += "\ tProject : \t" + project [" projectName "] + "\n"
vuln_report += "\ tFound " + str( vulns ) + " vulnerabilities . \n"
for vuln in project [" vulnerabilities "]:
vuln_report += "\n"
vuln_report += "\t+\t" + vuln["name"] + " - " + vuln[" version "] + "\n"
vuln_report += "\t \ tFrom : " + str(vuln["from"]) + "\n"
vuln_report += "\t \t" + vuln[" title "] + "\n"
vuln_report += "\t \ tFixed in version (s): " + str(vuln[" fixedIn "]) + "\n"
vuln_report += "\n------------------------------\n"
report . write ("\ tCode vulnerabilities : " + str( vuln_count ) + "\n")





report . write ( vuln_report )
if vuln_count > 0:
print (" Vulnerable ")
A.3 monitor-scan.yml
name: Monitor security scan
on:
schedule :
# Once every hour at xx :30
- cron: "30 */1 * * *"
jobs:
Monitor -security -scan:
name: Monitor security scan
runs -on: ubuntu - latest
steps :
- name: Checkout repository
uses: actions / checkout@v2
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- name: setup Golang
uses: actions /setup - go@v2
with:
go - version : " ^1.13.1 "
- name: run port Scanner
run: |
sudo apt -get install nmap
nmap www. volue .com > nmap.txt
- name: SSL Quality Checker
run: |
git clone https :// github .com/ ssllabs /ssllabs -scan.git
go run ./ ssllabs -scan/ssllabs -scan -v3.go www. volue .com >> ssl.txt
- name: Setup Python
uses: actions /setup - python@v2
- name: Shorten report
id: results
run: |
python ./. github / workflows /monitor - report .py
- name: upload artifact
uses: actions /upload - artifact@v2
with:
name: Monitor security report
path: ./ Monitor_report .txt
A.4 monitor-report.py
import json
nmap_file = open ("nmap.txt", "r+")
nmap_line = nmap_file . readline ()
while not nmap_line . startswith ("PORT"):
nmap_line = nmap_file . readline ()
ssl_file = open ("ssl.txt")
ssl_data = json.load( ssl_file )
report = open (" Monitor_report .txt", "w+")
report . write ( ’’’
==============================





while not nmap_line . startswith ("\n"):
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nmap_report += nmap_line
nmap_line = nmap_file . readline ()
nmap_count += 1
report . write ("\ tOpen ports : " + str( nmap_count -1) + "\n")
ssl_report = ""
ssl_count = 0
for ssl_cert in ssl_data [0][" certs "]:
ssl_count += 1
report . write ("\tSSL Grade : " + str( ssl_data [0][" endpoints " ][0][ " grade "]) + "\n")
report . write ("\tSSL Certificate (s): " + str( ssl_count ) + "\n")
report . write ( ’’’
------------------------------
- Open ports -
------------------------------
’’’)
report . write ( nmap_report )
report . write ( ’’’
------------------------------
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